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Analysis:
Complex of unflushed raised upland
bogs (10b) scattered throughout the site.
Highlighted on map within the:

Larger areas present in the north-west 
and eastern sides to the block.
Currently coniferous productive
stock is growing on these habitats
with a network of drainage throughout. 
Concept:
(10b) soil types are scenario A type 
soils and are not to be considered
for restocking. Options to restore these
areas back to functioning bog habitat is
to be explored.
Further options available to plant complexes
of mineral soils surrounding peat soils with
native broadleaves subject to protection
availabillity.  
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Analysis:
Two privately managed woodland 
creation sites are currently being 
established on the Western and Eastern 
sides of the site. Both sites are 
predominantly conifer focused.
Concept:
Reduced requirement to improve the 
'organic aesthetics' of the Western and 
Eastern boundaries due to the sheltering
of the establishing neighbouring crop. However,
consideration will be given to interlocking
species and management between the schemes
and the Dalmacallan block.     

Analysis:
Dalmacallan is an important productive 
resource for quality wood products within
the South Region. However, the resource is
largely dependent on Sitka Spruce 
(making up 77% of the forested
area).
Concept:
Options to include a wider variety
of productive species to Dalmacallan
are present within the Southern and
Western sides which are currently 
single species. Highly palatable species
should be avoided here due to reduced 
maintenance access. The use of 
Norway spruce should be 
considered due to the similarity in yield
and reduced palatability.  
See the 

for potential areas to reduce dependency
on a single species.

Analysis:
Dalmacallan lies low on the horizon with mostly
fleeting views from the A702. A few prominent 
viewpoints have been chosen that best reflect
Dalmacallan in the local and wider landscape.
The main stand out aspects are the 3 hill tops:
Skelston Hill, Dalmacallan Hill and Girharrow Hill.

Concept:
The 3 hill tops should be managed as individual 
management units to fit the lie of the land and in 
doing so will allow for future operations to visually
appear sensitive within the landscape.
Potential management coupe merges can be seen 
within the following shape:

Analysis:
Previous restock ambitions of broadleaf 
for riparian corridors have seen to be 
challenging in the less accessible areas of site.
Prioirity habitats of Upland Heath, Upland Flushes
Fens and Swamps are also primarilly located 
along these corridors.

Concept:
Leaving an appropriate sized open corridor along
all water courses within the site and
managing as open successional will increase open
habitat throughout the plan area. This would also 
limit any potential impact from forest operations
on water quality. Where priority habitat is present 
these are to remain open due to their scarcity 
within the block.

Analysis:
Area of mixed broadleaf and conifer 
designated as PAWS with a coniferous 
LEPO bordering to the south.
Felled areas re establishing with natural 
regeneration of birch and willow however, 
browsing pressures are evident. 
Undesirable seed sources are 
also present within the PAWS area.

Concept:
Explore protection measures for the 
establishing natural regeneration and look 
to expand species with further planting.
Removal of select large non-native conifer 
however retention of species 
such as Norway spruce will benefit the local
red squirrel population. This could be a 
focused area of native broadleaf and linked 
into the Crawfordton burn riparian corridor.

Analysis:
Prememptive larch felling has left a 
small land bank of fallow areas
awaiting restock. These areas are 
primarily located around the central
frontage of the block. 
See the following polygon:

Concept:
Given the location and ease of access
of the coupes along with the relatively 
good underlying soils. Subject to crop 
protection constraints, these areas give 
a opportunity to diversifying the 
block with alternative species. 

! ViewPoint
Possible Road Extension
Forest Roads
FLS Blocks

Concept
Alternative conifer options
Alternative conifer restock
Future open habitat management
Management coupe changes
PAWS enhancement
Riparian corridors
Watercourses
Exisitng Management Coupes

Existing forest structure
Birch
Other Broadleaves
Other Conifers
Larch
Norway Spruce
Scots Pine
Sitka Spruce

Analysis:
Snabhead Wood is an important 
landscape feature from eastern 
viewpoints. It demonstrates a mixed 
and diverse area of conifer and 
broadleaf working sympathetically 
within the local landscape. 

Concept:
Introduction of climax species into
the natural regeneration scrub
would further enhance the species 
diversity visually. Retention of some 
of the larger conifer on the eastern 
boundary retains a screen for later 
felling interventions within the LEPO
areas. Future restock within the LEPO
boundary should explore ways to 
interlock the 2 areas.
 

Analysis:
The streams and burns within Dalmacallan 
primarily flow into the Cairn Water which
forms a minor part of the Dumfries catchment.
This is expected to have little impact on 
this catchment however, the Cairn/Cluden Water
condition at this point is determined to be poor.

Concept:
UKFS Forest and Water guidelines will be
adhered to and where possible improvement to 
riparian areas will be assessed to  
improve water quality. A focus of broadleaf 
establishment throughout the northern frontage
of the block will assist with this.

Analysis:
Productivity is an important objective within 
Dalmacallan and one that the site has 
historically delivered upon well. 
The east of the site has recently undergone
thinnings and timber quality and yield is 
generally good.
Concept:
Where soils and DAMS allow, maintain regular 
5 yearly thinning interventions to improve 
timber quality and support a sustainable flow
of timber revenue. This would also give
potential CCF opportunities in the future.
 

Analysis:
Dalmacallan is generally serviced by a 
good network of forest roads. The west
is currently the only area with reduced
access.
Concept:
Re-design of coupe shape and phase to 
facillitate short term access and options 
for a forest road extension along the 
exisitng middle road to be assessed
for future operations. 
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